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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0340532A2] The low-voltage light fixture is equipped, as usual, with a transformer housing for accommodating a transformer and with a
holder carrying the low-voltage lamp. It is frequently desirable to arrange a plurality of low-voltage lamps for objects which are correspondingly larger
or located opposite one another. In order for this to be able to take place with a simultaneous possibility of adjustment, the transformer housing
1 has a circularly curved conductor rail 4 for connection to the secondary side of the transformer 3, the conductor rail serving to accommodate a
plurality of holders 9 or 10. Owing to the fact that the housing is the circularly curved conductor rail, each holder can be attached to the conductor
rail at any point desired, depending on the direction in which, and the object towards which the low-voltage lamp, which is normally constructed as a
radiator with reflector is to radiate. Two low-voltage lamps can easily be adjusted in order to illuminate different objects optimally. The conductor rail
can extend virtually over the entire possible range of 360 DEG . <IMAGE>
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